This paper derives a posteriori error estimators for the nonlinear first-order optimality conditions associated with the Frank-Oseen elastic free-energy model of nematic and cholesteric liquid crystals, where the required unit-length constraint is imposed via either a Lagrange multiplier or penalty method. Furthermore, theory establishing the reliability of the proposed error estimator for the penalty method is presented, yielding a concrete upper bound on the approximation error of discrete solutions. The error estimators herein are composed of readily computable quantities on each element of a finite-element mesh, allowing the formulation of an efficient adaptive mesh refinement strategy. Four elastic equilibrium problems are considered to examine the performance of the error estimators and corresponding adaptive mesh refinements against that of a simple uniform refinement scheme. The adapted grids successfully provide significant reductions in computational work while producing solutions that are highly competitive with those of uniform mesh in terms of constraint conformance and computed free energies.
INTRODUCTION
Liquid crystals are used and studied in a diverse array of modern applications including display technologies, nanoparticle organization [19] , and liquid crystal infused elastomers used in the production of novel actuator devices such as artificial muscles [26] and light-driven motors [31] , among many others. They are a form of soft material that exhibits mesophases, depending on temperature, with properties intermediate between liquid and crystalline phases. In this paper, we focus on nematic and cholesteric liquid crystals which consist of rod-like molecules with a preferred average orientation at each point denoted by the vector field n(x, y, z) = (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 )
T . In the model considered below, this vector field is subject to a pointwise unit-length constraint throughout a given domain, Ω. Thorough treatments of liquid crystal physics are found in [15, 25, 30] .
Numerical studies of liquid crystal behavior are a fundamental component in the validation and analysis of experiments, exploration of novel physical phenomena [2, 6] , and investigation of device design and performance. Many current experiments and technologies require simulations with anisotropic physical constants and intricate boundary conditions on two and three dimensional domains. This paper focuses on liquid crystal simulations performed by solving the first-order optimality conditions derived from the FrankOseen elastic free-energy model. As seen in [2] [3] [4] , this approach yields an effective method for simulating complicated physical phenomena, including flexoelectric effects. However, the variational system resulting from the derivation of the first-order optimality conditions is highly non- * Corresponding Author: (david.emerson@tufts.edu).
linear. Coupled with the nonlinear pointwise unit-length constraint and the desire to accurately simulate behavior on higher dimensional domains, this motivates the development of an a posteriori error estimator for numerical solutions to the optimality conditions. In the following, error estimators are derived for the optimality conditions arising when the unit-length constraint is imposed with either a Lagrange multiplier or a penalty term.
A posteriori error estimators aim to provide easily computable and reliable bounds on the error of numerical solutions for partial differential equations (PDEs) and variational systems. Accurate error estimators significantly increase the efficiency of numerical methods by facilitating the construction of optimal discretizations via adaptive refinement. Furthermore, such estimators offer a means of objectively measuring the quality of a computed numerical solution. A wealth of research exists for the design and theoretical support of effective error estimators in the context of finite-element methods. This includes techniques treating both linear and nonlinear PDEs across a number of applications [8, 10, 18, 22, 27] . As discussed above, the considered optimality conditions represent nonlinear variational systems. Therefore, in deriving the error estimators and proving reliability in this paper, the general framework for nonlinear PDE estimators constructed by Verfürth [28, 29] is employed. In order to demonstrate the efficiency and capability of the proposed estimators, they are applied as part of an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) strategy to a variety of elastic liquid crystal problems. The adapted grids significantly reduce computational work while yielding solutions that are highly competitive with those of uniform mesh in terms of constraint conformance and computed free energies.
This paper is organized as follows. The Frank-Oseen free-energy model and variational systems for the first-order optimality conditions associated with the two constraint en-forcement approaches are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 discusses additional notation and prerequisite theoretical results to be applied in the reliability proofs to follow. In Section 4, error estimators are constructed for both the penalty and Lagrangian formulations of the variational systems and reliability of the penalty method estimator is proven. An AMR strategy applying the derived error estimators is discussed in Section 5, and a number of numerical experiments are performed demonstrating the accuracy and efficiency of the mesh refinement strategy. Finally, Section 6 provides some concluding remarks and a discussion of future work.
ENERGY MODEL AND OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
While a number of liquid crystal models exist [14, 23, 25] , we consider the Frank-Oseen free-energy model where the equilibrium free energy for a domainΩ, with coordinatesx ∈Ω, is characterized by deformations of the nondimensional unit-length director field, n. Liquid crystal samples tend towards configurations exhibiting minimal free energy. LetK i , i = 1, 2, 3 be the Frank constants [17] with K i ≥ 0 [16] . Here, we consider the case that eachK i = 0 and define the dimensionless tensor
where κ =K 2 /K 3 . Note that if κ = 1, Z is reduced to the identity. The Frank constants are often anisotropic (i.e., K 1 =K 2 =K 3 ), vary with liquid crystal type, and play important roles in liquid crystal phenomena [7, 20] .
We denote the classical L 2 (Ω) inner product and norm as ·, · 0 and · 0 , respectively, for both scalar and vector quantities. Further, let (·, ·) and | · | denote the Euclidean inner product and norm. Throughout this paper, we assume the presence of Dirichlet boundary conditions and, therefore, utilize the null Lagrangian simplification discussed in [2, 25] . Thus, the Frank-Oseen free energy for cholesteric liquid crystals is written
wheret 0 is the wave parameter characterizing the chiral properties of the cholesteric, which may be positive or negative depending on the handedness of the cholesteric [13] , and ∇x represents the standard differential operator for Ω. The cholesteric free energy in (1) represents a generalization of the standard nematic free energy, discussed in [3, 25] , and collapses to the nematic representation when t 0 = 0. Therefore, in deriving the error estimators, the general free-energy model is examined and an estimator for the nematic case is recovered by settingt 0 = 0.
As noted above, the director field is subject to a local unit-length constraint such that n · n = 1 at each point throughout the domain. In this paper, we consider enforcing this unit-length constraint, as part of an overall energyminimization framework, with either a penalty approach or a Lagrange multiplier. In order to properly formulate both methods, we first introduce the following nondimensionalization. Let µ be a fixed length scale and K denote a characteristic Frank constant. We apply the spatial change of variablesx = µx to (1) and divide the resulting expression by µK. Finally, define nondimensional Frank constants K i =K i K , i = 1, 2, 3 and t 0 = µt 0 . Note that the change of variables also scales derivatives. Thus, to compute free-energy minimizing configurations, we define the nondimensionalized free-energy functional, after rescaling by a factor of 2, as
for a dimensionless domain Ω and differential operator ∇. Note that the K 2 t 0 , t 0 0 term from (1) has been dropped as it does not depend on n and, as such, may be disregarded in the minimization process. Throughout this paper, it is assumed that n ∈ H
where H 1 (Ω) represents the classical Sobolev space with norm · 1 . Here, we assume that g satisfies appropriate compatibility conditions. For example, if Ω has a Lipschitz continuous boundary, it is assumed that g ∈ H 1 2 (∂Ω) 3 . Note that if g = 0, the space
such that the theory of [3, 4] is applicable.
The penalty method is constructed by augmenting the functional in (2) with a weighted, positive term such that
where H(n) has been nondimensionalized in the same fashion as the free-energy functional and ζ > 0 represents a constant weight penalizing deviations of the solution from the unit-length constraint. The dimensionless parameter ζ is defined to be ζ = µ 2ζ K . In the limit of large ζ values, unconstrained minimization of (3) is equivalent to the constrained minimization of (2). To minimize the functional H(n), first-order optimality conditions are derived as
after canceling coefficients of 2 for convenience. An alternative approach to enforcing the unit-length constraint is the use of a nondimensionalized Lagrange multiplier where the Lagrangian is defined as
Computing the associated first-order optimality conditions yields
In the sections to follow, an a posteriori error estimator is derived for both the penalty and Lagrange multiplier methods. Furthermore, theory supporting the reliability of the error estimator for the penalty method is proven. While extending this theory to the estimator for the Lagrangian formulations is the subject of future work, numerical results show that both estimators offer significant performance increases.
ADDITIONAL NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY THEORY
In this section, we consider discretizing the variational systems of Section 2 with finite elements to approximate equilibrium solutions. In preparation for deriving a posteriori error estimators and the associated supporting theory, some additional notation is defined and requisite preliminary theoretical results are discussed. For the remainder of the paper, it is assumed that Ω is an open, connected domain of R n , n ≥ 2, with polyhedral boundary Γ. For any open subset ω ⊂ Ω with Lipschitz boundary, the corresponding norms are denoted with an index as · 1,ω and · 0,ω . Furthermore, it is assumed that Ω is subject to a triangulation with a quasi-uniform family of meshes, {T h }, for 0 < h ≤ 1, satisfying the conditions
where ρ > 0 is a constant and B T is the largest ball contained in a given T such that T is star-shaped with respect to B T . We also require that any two elements of T h are either disjoint or share a complete smooth sub-manifold of their boundaries, satisfying the admissibility property for a triangulation. For any T ∈ T h , let h T = diam T , denote the set of edges for T as E(T ), and for any E ∈ E(T ), h E = diam E. The set N (T ) represents the vertices of T , and N (E) is the set of vertices for E. The complete set of edges and vertices, respectively, for a triangulation T h is
with E h,Ω signifying the set of edges excluding those on the boundary, Γ. It is also assumed that the mesh family is fine enough such that h T , h E ≤ 1.
Note that the quasi-uniformity condition in (6) ensures that for all T ∈ T h and E ∈ E(T ), there exist constants such that C l ≤ h T /h E ≤ C u independent of h, T , and E [29] . Furthermore, it implies that the smallest angle of any T is bounded from below by a constant independent of h. Finally, let
Each of the quantities above represent subdomains of Ω.
n :x n = 0} a fixed reference edge for the triangulation. The triangulation is assumed to be affine equivalent in the sense that, for any T ∈ T h , there exists an invertible affine mapping from the reference components to T . For any E ∈ E h,Ω and piecewise continuous function φ, the jump of φ across E in the direction η E is denoted [φ] E . Finally, for a given k ∈ N, define the space
where Π k is the set of polynomials of degree at most k, let φ| T denote the restriction of φ to the element T , and set C(Ω) as the collection of continuous functions on the closure of Ω.
With the notation established above, a number of important supporting results are gathered here and referenced substantially in the reliability proofs of Section 4. The first is an approximation error bound for the Clément interpolation operator [12, 28] . Denoting the operator I h :
h , the following holds for T h .
Lemma 3.1 For any T ∈ T h and E
where C 1 and C 2 depend only on the quasi-uniformity condition in (6) .
Following the notation in [28, 29] , let ψT , ψÊ ∈ C ∞ (T , R) be cut-off functions such that
as two arbitrary finite-dimensional subspaces. Using the affine mappings from reference components to triangulation components, the corresponding functions, ψ T and ψ E , operator P :
, and spaces V T and V E are extended to arbitrary T ∈ T h and E ∈ E h while preserving the properties discussed above. With these definitions the following lemma and corollary hold, c.f. [11, 28, 29] . Lemma 3.2 There are constants C 1 , . . . , C 7 depending only on the finite-dimensional spaces VT and VÊ, the functions ψT and ψÊ, and the quasi-uniform bound of (6) such that for all T ∈ T h , E ∈ E(T ), u ∈ V T , and
Proof. These inequalities follow directly from Inequalities (9) and (10), respectively, and the fact that h T ≤ 1.
Finally, we state two central propositions of Verfürth [28, 29] . Consider Banach spaces X and Y with respective norms · X and · Y . Let L(X, Y ) correspond to the space of continuous linear maps from X to Y with the natural operator norm · L(X,Y ) . Further, let Isom(X, Y ) be the set of linear homeomorphisms from X onto Y . Define Y * = L(Y, R) as the dual space of Y and denote the associated duality pairing as ·, · . Let F ∈ C 1 (X, Y * ) be a continuously differentiable function for which a solution u ∈ X is sought such that
The derivative of F is written as DF . For any u ∈ X and any real number R > 0, the ball centered at u with radius R is defined as B(u, R) = {v ∈ X : u − v X < R}.
Proposition 3.4 Let u 0 ∈ X be a regular solution for Equation (14) in the sense that DF (u 0 ) ∈ Isom(X, Y * ). Assume that DF is Lipschitz continuous at u 0 , where there exists an R 0 > 0 such that
Then the error estimate
Consider the discretized problem of finding u h ∈ X h such that
Proposition 3.5 Let u h ∈ X h be an approximate solution for Equation (15) in the sense that
where Id Y is the identity operator on Y and C 0 > 0 is independent of h. Then the following estimate holds.
A POSTERIORI ERROR ESTIMATORS
In this section, an a posteriori error estimator is derived for the nonlinear variational problem in (4), representing the first-order optimality conditions of the penalty method discussed in Section 2, and theory supporting its reliability as an estimator is shown. In addition, we propose an error estimator for the first-order optimality conditions in (5) associated with the Lagrange multiplier approach.
Considering the first-order optimality conditions for the penalty method in (4), set
. In order to construct an approximate solution to (4), we consider a general discretization of the form
for s ≥ 1 and define the finite-dimensional space
For the theory presented here, we assume that the boundary conditions for n are exactly representable in the finite-element space V h on the coarsest grid of {T h }. Note that this restriction on the boundary conditions admits projection of the boundary function g onto the coarsest mesh of {T h }. At each level of refinement, the boundary conditions are projected onto the refined mesh and, therefore, the analysis to follow applies to the additionally refined levels. Thus, the analysis herein estimates the error arising from discrete approximation of solutions to (4) on the interior of Ω but not from approximation of the boundary conditions. Hence, set X h = V h ∩ X. For v ∈ Y and P(n), v , define
where n h ∈ X h and v h ∈ Y h . Let n h be a solution of
For each T ∈ T h , denoting the outward facing normal of E ∈ E(T ) as η E , integrating by parts elementwise, and using the fact that v = 0 on Γ yields
where I h is the Clément operator of Lemma 3.1. As there is no forcing function or Neumann boundary conditions and the Dirichlet boundary is exactly captured by the finite-element space, set
Note that this immediately implies that for the quantities from Proposition 3.5:
For any T ∈ T h , define
As is shown below, Θ T constitutes a reliable and constructible local error estimator for each element of the discretization.
For the definitions ofP(n h ) and Θ T above, the following lemma holds. 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3.1 to each component in (19) ,
where the last inequality of (20) is given by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for sums. Finally, there exists C * > 0, independent of h and taking into account repeated elements in the sums, such that
Applying the above inequality to (20) yields
Noting that the jump components in the bound are summed over E ∈ E h,Ω , this implies that
Next, define the subspaceỸ h ⊂ Y as
such that k ≥ 3s, ψ T and ψ E are cutoff functions, and P is the continuation operator as defined in Section 3. For this subspace, the lemma below holds.
Lemma 4.2 There exists a constant C > 0 independent of h such that
Proof. Observe that
applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Using the definition ofỸ h , the quasi-uniformity of T h , and standard finite-element scaling arguments
where the second inequality comes after applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for sums. As in the previous proof, there exists a C * > 0, independent of h and taking into account repeated elements in the sum, such that
Combining (21) and (22) implies that
, where C depends only on the dimension of the problem, choice of reference elements, and the smallest angle of the triangulation.
The final inequality targeted is showing that there exists a C > 0, independent of h, such that
Given the result in Lemma 4.1, it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3
There exists a C > 0, independent of h, such that
Proof. Consider an arbitrary element T ∈ T h and edge E ∈ E(T ) ∩ E h,Ω and define the spaceỸ h|ω , for ω ∈ {T, ω E , ω T }, as the set of all functions φ ∈Ỹ h with supp(φ) ⊂ ω. Note that in this proof the numbered constants correspond to those of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. First,
≤ sup
Inequality (23) is given by (7) from Lemma 3.2, and (24) is a consequence of (12) from Lemma 3.3. The inequality in (25) comes from expanding the space over which the supre-mum is taken and noting that ψ T w vanishes at the boundary of T .
Recall that, with proper consideration, the constant h T in Lemma 3.2 is exchangeable for h E . Now we bound
where (26) is given by (8) of Lemma 3.2 and (27) comes from the fact that ψ E P σ is supported on ω E and that the norm in the denominator is over an edge and the continuation operator, P , does not modify the values of σ there. Next, we apply (11) of Lemma 3.2 for each of the elements in ω E and distribute the fraction quantity. Using (13) from Lemma 3.3 for each of the elements in ω E for the first summand and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality along with cancellation of the resulting ψ E P σ 0,ω E terms in the second summand yields,
This then implies that
The first part of the inequality is given by expanding the space over which the supremum is taken. The second component of (28) uses the inequality in (25) , where C d relates the constantsC
Observe that the bounds in (25) and (28) only get larger when considering a supremum overỸ h|ω T . Hence, gathering the bounds in (25) and (28) yields
forC independent of h. Finally, recall that if a i ≥ 0,
Summing over T ∈ T h and applying (29) yields
With the preceding lemmas established, we now state and prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.4 Say that n * is a solution to Equation (4) satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 3.4. Furthermore, let n h be a solution to the discrete problem, as in Equation (16), such that P h (n h ) Y * h = 0 and n h ∈ B(n * , R). Then there exists a C > 0, independent of h, such that
Proof. Combining the results of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 implies that
forC 2 > 0, independent of h. Thus, the conditions of Proposition 3.5 are fulfilled. This implies, noting the quantities in Equations (17) and (18) , that
, where the second inequality is a consequence of Lemma 4.2. Finally, using the upper bound from Proposition 3.4 implies
L(Y * ,X) yields the desired inequality.
As discussed in [28, Remark 2.5], the results of Lemma 3.2 are equally applicable to quadrilateral or simplicial elements. Thus, the theory above holds for mesh families of quadrilateral finite elements satisfying equivalent conditions, as used in the numerical experiments below.
Considering the Lagrange multiplier variational form in Equation (5) and following an analogous process to the penalty case, a related element-wise estimator is derived. For a T ∈ T h ,
While theory establishing invertibility of the discretized derivative of the variational form in (5) has been demonstrated in [3] , solution pairs (n * , λ * ) satisfying the constraint are not localized in the sense that λ * may be freely perturbed while the pair remains a solution. Therefore, though a number of the lemmas above can be extended to the estimator proposed in (30) , special theoretical treatment is required to properly apply the propositions of Section 3 and is the subject of future work. Nevertheless, the experiments in Section 5 report and discuss the performance of the estimator numerically.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the results of a number of simulations applying the a posteriori error estimators derived above are discussed. In general, the algorithm to compute equilibrium solutions to the nonlinear variational problems presented in Section 2 has three stages; see Algorithm 1. The outermost phase is nested iteration (NI) [24] , which begins on a specified coarsest grid. Newton iterations are performed on each grid, updating the solution approximation at each step, as in [3] . The stopping criterion for the Newton iterations at each level is based on a specified tolerance for the current approximation's conformance to the first-order optimality conditions in the standard Euclidean l 2 norm. In the numerical experiments to follow, this tolerance is fixed at 10 −4 . The resulting approximation is then interpolated to a finer grid. The composition of the finer mesh is determined via an AMR strategy based on the value of the appropriate error estimator, Θ T , for each element T of the coarser mesh. Given the coarse approximate solution u H , Θ T is computed for each T of mesh H. In the numerical simulations to follow, the top 40% of elements are then refined based on their estimator values. For each simulation, the characteristic length scale discussed above is taken to be one micron, such that µ = 10 −6 m. Furthermore, the characteristic Frank constant is taken to be K = 6.2 × 10 −12 N, the dimensional value of K 1 for 5CB, a common liquid crystal. For each Newton iteration an incomplete Newton correction is performed such that for a given iterate u k , the next Newton iterate is given by u k+1 = u k + αδu h , where α ≤ 1. As discussed in [3] , this is to encourage strict adherence to the constraint manifold associated with the unitlength requirement imposed on the director field. At each level of NI, the damping parameter α is increased, to a maximum of 1.0, as the finer features of the solution become increasingly resolved on finer mesh. The grid management, discretizations, and adaptive refinement computations are implemented with the widely used deal.II finite-element library [9] . In the simulations below, Q 2 elements are used to approximate components associated with n, and Q 1 elements are applied for computations involving λ, where appropriate, on each grid.
The significant nonlinearity present in the Frank-Oseen energy model has limited known analytical solutions in the presence of Dirichlet boundary conditions, especially for two and three dimensional domains. Therefore, while analytical error rates are not available for the problems considered in this section, a number of other metrics are reported to demonstrate the performance of the AMR strategy.
In order to quantify the efficiency gains with adaptive refinement, the simulations applying AMR are compared with those using uniform meshes at each level. To compare the differences in computational work required across the NI sequences, an approximate work unit (WU) is calculated. Assuming the presence of solvers that scale linearly with the number of non-zeros in the matrix, a WU is defined as the sum of the non-zeros in the discretized Hessian for each Newtons step divided by the number of non-zeros in a discretized Hessian on the finest grid. The total roughly approximates the work required by the full NI hierarchy in terms of assembling and solving a single linearization step on the finest level. To compare the work on the uniformly refined mesh, the WUs there are computed using the total number of non-zeros of the finest mesh resulting from the associated simulation applying AMR. Therefore, the WUs reported in the experiments to follow are approximate measures of the required work in terms of assembling and solving a linearization step on the finest adaptively refined grid when optimally scaling solvers are applied. While the linear systems here are solved with simple LU decomposition, the reported WUs provide a best-case scaling baseline for comparing the work required with the refinement strategies.
The meshes considered in these numerical simulations utilize quadrilateral elements. Adaptive refinement, then, gives rise to the existence of hanging nodes. These nodes are dealt with in the standard way by constraining their values with the neighboring regular nodes to maintain continuity along the boundary. Additionally, we constrain the number of hanging nodes on a single edge to a maximum of one. If refinement of a given element would violate this requirement, the adjacent node is also refined to enforce the limit. Therefore, in a given refinement step, though a fixed percentage of cells are flagged for refinement, additional elements may be refined. Finally, the theory developed in the preceding sections assumes that the studied mesh satisfies the admissibility property. This requirement is fully satisfied for the coarsest mesh but, with the introduction of hanging nodes, no longer holds after the first AMR stage. While mesh discretizations employing triangular simplices can maintain admissibility with adaptivity, grids composed purely of quadrilateral or cuboid elements cannot. Thus, following the first level of refinement, the error estimator is applied heuristically to guide AMR on the remaining levels.
Twisting Nematics in a Square Domain
The first set of numerical experiments examines a unitsquare domain with tilt-twist-type boundary conditions as shown in Figure 1(a) . Along the top and bottom boundaries, the director is rotated counter-clockwise with respect to the positive x-axis in the xz-plane by a constant angle of − π 8 at y = 0 and π 8 at y = 1. At the left and right boundaries the director twists to reconcile the director orientations of upper and lower boundaries while also tilting to a maximum angle of π 4 in the direction of the y-axis. The Frank constants for these simulations are set to K 1 = 1.0, K 2 = 3.0, and K 3 = 1.2 and t 0 = 0. These parameters are chosen because they have been shown to predispose the nematic towards tilt even in the presence of periodic boundary conditions which do not strongly encourage such a response on the interior of the domain [4, 21] . The NI mesh hierarchy begins on a uniform 32 × 32 mesh and proceeds with five additional levels of either adaptive or uniform mesh refinements. The damping parameter starts at α = 0.2 and increases by 0.2 after each refinement for the Lagrange multiplier approach, and α = 0.4 with increases of 0.2 for the penalty method. Finally, the penalty parameter is set to ζ = 10 5 for experiments applying the penalty method. Figures 1(b) and (c) display the computed free-energy density for the director configuration shown in Figure 1(a) . The director field exhibits significant uniformity in tilt throughout the interior of the domain in agreement with expectations based on the chosen Frank constants. Overlaid on the energy density plots are the AMR patterns resulting from three successive refinement stages based on the error estimator for the Lagrange multiplier approach and the penalty method. While the refinement structures differ with the method applied, regions of emphasis are shared that generally coincide with areas of elevated free energy. The penalty error estimator places more refinement emphasis along the boundary of the domain, with coarser refinement along the interior compared to the Lagrange multiplier estimator. Table I details a number of statistics comparing the performance of AMR for each method against a uniform refinement strategy. At the finest level, the uniformly refined mesh includes nearly 20 times more degrees of freedom and requires run times over 30 times longer to reach the specified tolerance for both approaches. The computed free energies are in good agreement across all meshes. For the Lagrangian method, the unit-length constraint conformance with the AMR technique is competitive with the uniform refinement strategy but slightly looser. On the other hand, AMR for the penalty method maintains nearly identical constraint enforcement compared with the uniform mesh. In either case, indistinguishable solutions are acquired with AMR drastically reducing the computational work necessary to obtain them.
Nematics in a Patterned Square Domain
The simulations in this section consider the square domain with patterned boundary conditions as shown in Figure 2(a) . Along the boundary, the patterning induces a number of points where the director field abruptly undergoes orientational transitions leading to areas of elevated free energy. The Frank constants for these simulations are K 1 = 1.0, K 2 = 0.629, and K 3 = 1.323, corresponding to the non-dimensionalized constants of 5CB [25] and t 0 = 0. The NI hierarchy again begins on a uniform 32 × 32 mesh and proceeds with five additional levels of either adaptive or uniform mesh refinements. The damping parameter begins at α = 0.2 and increases by 0.2 after each refinement for both methods. The penalty parameter is set to ζ = 10 6 , where appropriate.
As in the previous experiment, the error estimators generate similar AMR patterns. Each estimator emphasizes refinement near areas of behavioral transition while leaving the central region, which contains a relatively homogeneous director field, as a set of coarser elements. Figures 2(b) and (c) exhibit the resulting refinement pattern after three levels of flagging and refinement. The mesh patterns display some asymmetry along both the x and y axes, mirroring the asymmetry of the free-energy density and director field produced by the boundary conditions. As seen in the previous simulation, the error estimator associated with the penalty method places some additional value in refinement along the boundary. However, the difference between the two patterns in this experiment is less pronounced.
The statistics for each method comparing AMR guided by the error estimators to a uniform refinement strategy are shown in Table II and exhibit significant efficiency improvements with adaptive refinement while maintaining nearly identical performance with regard to computed free energy and unit-length constraint conformance. Each method, regardless of refinement strategy applied, finds the same free energy for the computed equilibrium configuration. Furthermore, constraint enforcement is identical for both adaptive refinement experiments when compared to the performance of the uniformly refined meshes. For this simulation, the difference in consumed work units between the adaptive and uniformly refined mesh experiments is even higher than that in the previous section.
Cholesteric in Elliptic Domain
The two numerical experiments of this section examine the performance of the error estimators on ellipsetype meshes. Note that the ellipses are approximated with quadrilateral meshes such that the presence of a convex polyhedral boundary, assumed in the theory, remains in place. However, after cells are flagged for refinement, boundary elements are refined by splitting the element and placing the newly created edge node at the appropriate position on the true boundary of the ellipse to better approximate the boundary shape. Therefore, the newly created grid is not a strictly refined subdomain of the previous coarse domain. Both problems impose Dirichlet conditions such that n = (0, 0, 1) along the entire boundary. NI consists of a coarse mesh containing 1, 313 elements followed by five consecutive adaptive or uniform refinements. The elliptic domain being modeled has an aspect ratio and major axis of 1.5.
For these simulations, cholesteric liquid crystals with t 0 = 6.0 and t 0 = 8.0, respectively, are considered. The Frank constants are K 1 = K 2 = K 3 = 1.0 for the first, and K 1 = 1.0, K 2 = 3.0, and K 3 = 1.2 in the second. Coupling these parameters with confinement of the cholesteric in the ellipse leads to the presence of distorted equilibrium director fields on the domain interior due to geometric frustration [1, 5] , offering uniquely challenging behavior on which to examine the performance of the a posteriori error estimators. For all simulations below, the Newton damping parameter begins at α = 0.3 and increases by 0.2 after each refinement in the NI process. The penalty parameter is set to ζ = 10 5 .
Figures 3(a) and (d) display plots of the computed director field for the two simulations. As anticipated, confinement of the cholesterics within the elliptical boundary produces equilibrium configurations with substantial deformations on the interior of the domain. Each calculated so- lution exhibits challenging patterns. As can be seen in the remaining figures, some of the largest free-energy density values are located away from the domain boundary. Figures 3(b) and (e) display the free-energy density and AMR patterns for the Lagrange multiplier approach. Correspondingly, Figures 3(c) and (f) show the energy density and mesh patterns resulting from the penalty method. While refinement, in both cases, occurs along the boundary of the domain, portions of refinement also trace the regions of highest energy density and areas where the director field behavior changes dramatically. Moreover, the refined grids mirror the symmetry and some of the shape of n. Table III details statistics for simulations with t 0 = 6.0. Results for the uniform refinement experiments are limited to four mesh levels as the memory overhead associated with constructing and solving the linearization systems for an additional refinement level is prohibitive. For both the penalty and Lagrange multiplier approaches, the computed free energies on the adapted meshes are close to those of the uniformly refined grids throughout the NI process and are in full agreement on the finest levels. Additionally, even without the final level of uniform refinement, the AMR hierarchies require less than 30% of the total WUs used by the associated uniform mesh.
Due to the complexity of the director field, enforcement of the unit-length constraint is more challenging. While still maintaining relatively strict adherence to unit length, conformance for the Lagrange multiplier approach on the finest adaptively refined grid trails the fifth uniformly refined mesh by approximately an order of magnitude. However, the constraint conformance is comparable to the solution computed on the fourth uniform mesh, which still requires 4.700 WUs to construct compared to the 4.314 consumed for the AMR solution. Moreover, the solution on the adapted mesh more accurately captures the free energy. With the penalty method, adherence to the constraint for the AMR scheme is quite comparable to the uniformly refined meshes. It should be noted that, by the nature of the penalty method, unit-length conformance is also dependent on the penalty parameter. For a fixed ζ, a certain amount of constraint violation may result in an energetically advantageous director field. This is most likely a contributing factor to the slower rate of improvement in pointwise constraint compliance with either refinement strategy. Nevertheless, the penalty method with AMR closely tracks the performance of the uniform grids.
Data associated with the cholesteric simulations for t 0 = 8.0 is presented in Table IV . As in the t 0 = 6.0 case, the constraint conformance of the computed equilibrium solution on the finest uniform mesh for the Lagrange multiplier approach is approximately an order of magnitude better than the finest adapted mesh. Nonetheless, the computed free energies on each level for the adaptively refined mesh very closely match those calculated with the uniformly refined grids. Moreover, the uniform refinement study consumes more than three times as many WUs and takes 12 times longer to finish with the current solvers. The penalty method with AMR is, again, extremely competitive with the uniform mesh hierarchy in each metric while drastically reducing computational work.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have derived a posteriori error estimators for solutions to the nonlinear first-order optimality conditions of the Frank-Oseen model of cholesteric and nematic liquid crystal arising in the context of a penalty method and a Lagrange multiplier approach. Theory demonstrating the reliability of the error estimator for the penalty method was proven, and a discussion of current work to fully extend the results to the estimator for the Lagrange multiplier formulation was presented. In both cases, the error estimators represent readily computable quantities on each element of a finite-element mesh and, thus, a straightforward AMR strategy implemented within a nested iteration framework was proposed and investigated numerically.
Four numerical experiments were conducted comparing the efficiency and performance of the AMR scheme based on the derived error estimators to a simple uniform refinement strategy. The adaptively refined meshes resulted in significant reductions in required computational work while maintaining favorable accuracy for the tracked statistics. In the first two simulations, solutions produced on the adaptively refined mesh are in near agreement with those found on the uniform grids for both constraint enforcement approaches but with more than a five-fold reduction in consumed WUs in each case. For the elliptical domain experiments, the Lagrange multiplier formulation with AMR generates solutions with free-energy values matching those found on uniform mesh but trails slightly in quality of pointwise unit-length enforcement. On the other hand, solutions computed with the penalty method on the adapted meshes continue to be very competitive with the uniform grids in all aspects.
As discussed above, future work will include expanding the theory presented here to demonstrate the reliability of the a posteriori error estimator proposed for the Lagrange multiplier approach, which was examined numerically herein. In addition, we aim to develop a theoretical framework to show that the derived estimators also constitute efficient estimates of approximation error for both the Lagrange multiplier and penalty formulations. Finally, studies considering an optimal choice of refinement percentage at each refinement level in the NI hierarchy will be undertaken.
